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ver the years, the global software industry has evolved beyond
expectations. According to current reports, the sector is expected to
grow beyond 6 percent annually in the upcoming years. The industry is
estimated to evolve further with augmented demand for hi-end yet purposeoriented software solutions from organizations across the world. The worldwide
enterprises sector has turned exceedingly competitive, and firms are continually
searching for innovative software consulting companies that possess the expert
domain knowledge required to come up with cutting-edge software. Therefore,
enterprise software consulting companies that can help clients unlock their
extraordinary potential by tackling the challenges the software industry puts
forward are the need of the hour.
Due to the urgency for sophisticated software solutions and abundance of
software consulting firms, the focus is on those that are capable of providing an
advanced insight into the latest requirements. Therefore, this is the ideal time
to identify some of the top players able to shoulder the task of transforming the
industry. CIOReview presents to you the ’20 Most Promising Enterprise Software
Consulting Companies. This comprehensive list is a benchmark of sorts for end
users and intends to aid you in the selection process of service providers in
various domains of the massive software sector. A distinguished panel comprising
of CEOs & CIOs of public companies, analysts, and the CIOReview editorial board
decided on the 20 Most Promising Enterprise Software Consulting Companies.
We congratulate the 20 finalists for achieving this vote of respect from industry
leaders and wish each and every one of them a great future ahead.
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A provider of software, solutions and services,
offering unique solutions in the SMAC (social,
mobile, analytics, cloud) space. The firm also
provides product engineering, application
development and management, independent
software testing and team augmentation
services

T

he need for management
to effectively engage with
employees and customers has
gained prominence recently, along
with the challenge of increasing
productivity and creating a space to
discover and leverage its employee
knowledge base. These obstacles,
along with managing an increasingly
mobile workforce, are prompting
more questions than ever for the
C suite. Business leaders are under
pressure to find solutions, and with
that comes the demand for a trusted
partner who can not only cater to
the above issues but also quickly and
seamlessly implement their products
and services.
Enter AgreeYa Solutions, a global
provider of software, solutions,

Armed with a wide range
of software, solutions, and
services, AgreeYa is in a
unique position to address
the many pain points faced
by enterprises today
and services, focused on deploying
business-driven,
technologyenabled solutions that create nextgeneration competitive advantages
for customers. Founded by leaders
from global systems integration
firms, AgreeYa is a growing and
dynamic organization that delivers
change through innovation. “We
are able to deliver solutions to the
most challenging business and
technological issues facing our
clients,” adds Ajay Kaul, Managing

Partner at AgreeYa Solutions. Armed
with a wide range of software,
solutions, and services, AgreeYa is
in a unique position to address the
many pain points faced by enterprises
today.
Because it has found ways to
enable enterprises to quickly adapt
to changes in their environment and
maintain a competitive advantage,
AgreeYa has become a global leader
in software solutions in the SMAC
(social, mobile, analytics and cloud)
space. The firm, which is based in
Folsom, CA, works with customers
in the energy/utility, healthcare,
public
sector,
technologyand
telecommunications sectors across
the U.S., Canada, India, China,
Europe and South Koreato deliver
innovative software solutions.
AgreeYa
Solutions’
diverse
portfolio includes its proprietary
software,
SocialXtend,
an
enterprise
social
collaboration
and intranet solution built on
Microsoft SharePoint; VDIXtend,
a desktop-on-the-cloud service that
enables anytime, anywhere, any
device access to your desktop(s);
Onvelop, a mobile platform for
unified enterprise collaboration and
communication; and Edvelop, a
mobile platform for 21st century
learning, enabling single-window
collaboration and communication.
The company’s practices cover
portal and enterprise collaboration,
mobility, cloud and infrastructure,
and team augmentation, all of which
help companies of all sizes, across
industries, around the globe improve
business efficiency and enhance
organizational performance.
In the words of Ajay, “It is our

Ajay Kaul,
Managing Partner

will to do right by the customerby
engaging as partners leveraging
our global butlocal delivery model,
our
proprietary
engagement
methodology and our innovative
solutions that deliver more productive
workforces, better decision-making
and an improved bottom line.”

The Vision

AgreeYa's vision since its inception
has been to be recognized in the
markets they serve as a leading global
provider of technology and business
solutions
through
innovation,
commitment, and talent.
The company’s main intention is
to alleviate IT and software challenges
from its clients. AgreeYa Solutions is
focused on offering an accelerated
return on investment and intends
to
continue
providingintuitive,
user-friendly solutions that make
organizations and employees more
efficient, engaged and productive—
ultimately helping clients meet all of
their business goals.
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